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Abstract. 2014 Due to its mechanical properties and low density, the Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy is used in hip prostheses. But the tribological behavior of Ti-6Al-4V sliding against ultra
high molecular weight polyethylene involves wear degradations. The wear behavior of (Ti-6Al4V/UHMWPE) couple can be improved by ion implantation of nitrogen. After a characterization
study to find the optimal parameters for classic ion implantation, this study presents an analysis
of wear behavior in comparison with chemical composition, microhardness and adhesion work
for a new implantation technique, plasma immersion ion implantation.

1. Introduction

Titanium alloy Ti-6AI-4V is used in articular prostheses like hip joint or knee joint because of
its low density, high Young modulus and excellent biocompatibillity. In order to decrease wear,
to reduce the adhesion coefficient and to improve the friction behavior against UHMWPE, we
have studied the effect of a surface treatment: ion implantation. A first study was conducted to
characterize the friction and wear behavior of Ti-6AI-4V titanium alloy nitrogen implanted with
different doses [1]. This study allowed us to validate a set of specific characterization methods
for ion implanted surfaces. In the present study we have used all these protocols in order
to compare two implantation techniques: the classic ion beam implantation and the plasma
immersion ion implantation. Plasma immersion ion implantation or PIII is a three-dimensional
implantation technique, developed for about 10 years, which allows high implantation current
and is well adapted to mechanical parts treatment. The main aim of the study is to see if
Ti-6AI-4V treated by classical implantation or by PIII presents the same characteristics.
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techniques of implantation.

Details

2.1. Treatment Conditions

Samples were cylinders made of Ti-6AI-4V, extra low interstitial grade, 25 mm in diameter and
15 mm high. They were surface polished (Ra
0.04 ,um with Àe
0.8 mm) and treated on one
side [2]. Two types of treatment were used. At first, we used classical ion beam implantation
of nitrogen with an energy of 40 keV and doses ranging from 2 x 1017 to 5 x 1017 N+ /cm2
(on Varian DF4 device) leading to a nitrogen maximum concentration from 10 at% to 50 at%.
=

=

In

a second step, we used the new PIII technical (Plasma Immersion Ion Implantation) on a
IBS (Ion Beam Services) self made machine (MECAIONIC device). On this machine, plasma
and sample bias are pulsed. The sample bias voltage corresponds to a capacitor discharge,
the acceleration energy during a pulse being thus not constant. In this experiment it was
ranging from 10 to 30 keV. As plasma was mainly constituted of Nt ions, the equivalent mean
energy for N+ was about 13 keV. This explains that the treated layer with PIII was thinner
than the one obtained by classical ion beam implantation. Moreover, the fact that energy
distribution during a pulse is a decreasing exponential curve, corresponding to a capacitor
discharge, explains that concentration profiles reach their maximum very near to the surface.
For PIII, because of secondary electron emission, dose was estimated using a standard sample
controlled by RBS. For both treatment techniques, no external heating neither cooling was
used. Differences between the two implantation devices are shown in Figure 1.

2.2. Phase

Analysis

2.2.1. Theoretical Phase Prediction

For each treated sample, we have obtained the theoretical nitrogen distribution by using simulation codes as TRIM [3] or PROFIL CODE for ion beam implantation and a self made
simulation code based on PRAL calculation for PIII [3,4]. We performed a thermodynamical
study to predict the layer composition. This work was performed using
software which determines the thermodynamical equilibrium by minimizing the total Gibbs energy [5]. The hypothesis, which consists in assuming that the system has reached equilibrium,
can be considered valid for high dose implanted samples which were treated at 425 ° C during
1 h (average temperature during implantation due to the incident beam power). However this
assumption is to be considered cautiously for low dose treated ones (220 ° C during 10 min)
and for PIII for which treatment temperature was about 150 ° C.
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Experimental Phase Determination
The phases predicted above were experimentally determined using grazing X-ray diffraction
devices (SIEMENS D5000 and SEIFERT MZ IV goniometers) with a wavelength of 0.154 nm
2.2.2.

(Cu-Ka )

and 0.229

nm

(Cr-Ka ) .

2.3. Microhardness

implanted layer is very thin (0.06-0.15 03BCm), it is impossible to estimate its hardness
usual method. Thus, we have adapted the composite hardness model introduced by
Jôhnsson and Hogmark [6] for a Knoop indentor [7]. Indeed, the specific geometry of the Knoop
indentor (Fig. 2) allows lower penetration depths than those obtained by a Vickers indentor with
the same normal load, thus thinner layers can be observed. This model allowed us to estimate
the absolute hardness of the implanted layer knowing the substrate characteristics and the
thickness of the treated layer. The principle of this method consists in considering the treated
sample as a composite material that is constituted by an homogeneous substrate below an
homogeneous treated layer with a known thickness. Microhardness measurements with variable
loads on a non-treated sample and on an implanted one allow to calculate the characteristics
of the substrate and those of the composite. From these data, intrinsic characteristics of the
treated layers can be determined. In the Knoop method, which is adopted in this investigation,
the hardness is defined as:
Since the

using

an

where L is the major diagonal of the indentation in mm and F the applied load in N.
the microhardness of the substrate can be fitted to a curve of type:

Generally,

where Ho is considered as the absolute hardness and ks is a constant characteristic of the
material. The microhardness Hc of the composite and Hf of the treated layer follow the same
type of law:
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It is possible to calculate the absolute hardness Hfo of the treated
t is known, through the following equation:

where C is

a

constant

depending

on

the indentation facies. In

our

layer if its absolute thickness

case, C is

equal to

5.534

[8].

2.4. Wear Tests

reciprocal pin-on-disc machine under conditions as similar as
possible
hip joint prostheses. The frequency was fixed at one cycle per
the
lubricant
was
second,
Ringer Lactate at 37 ° C, the test duration was one million cycles and
the sliding distance equal to 92 km, 20 km corresponding to approximately one year’s lifetime
of an artificial hip joint [9]. Since the chosen counterface was gamma-irradiated (2.5 Mrad)
UHMWPE (ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene), we have estimated the contact pressure
for hip prostheses with heads of 30 mm in diameter using a Winkler foundation model [7].
It was found to fall between 3.45 MPa and 7.2 MPa depending upon the clearance and the
acetabular cup thickness. Four discs were subjected to wear tests a non-treated, surfacepolished one, a 2 x 1017 N+/cm2 implanted one and a 5 x 1017 N+/cm2 implanted one for a
beam implantation and a 3.6 x 1017 N+/cm2 implanted one for PIII. Each disc was subjected
to sliding tests under 3.45 MPa contact pressure. After one million cycles, tests were stopped
and samples observed by means of optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
and three-dimensional tactile roughness apparatus (SOMISCAN, SURFASCAN facilities). As
UHMWPE is permeable to water, and as the pin wear was of the order of a few micrometers,
wear rate evaluation was difficult to estimate by means of an often-used weight measurement.
Thus we have developed a specific measurement technique [7,8]. This method is based on the
comparison of surface topography before and after wear tests.
Wear tests

were

performed

on a

to those encountered in

2.5. Adhesion Work

The adhesion work WMO between UHMWPE and Ti-6AI-4V samples was determined using
the Young method as shown in Figure 3, contact angles 9 were measured using two liquids:
water and an organic phase (heptan) simulating UHMWPE [1]. Adhesion work was calculated
using the Dupré formula [10]:

where -y
3.

is the surface tension of

heptan

in the water.

Results

3.1. Phase

Analysis

The theoretical nitrogen distribution profiles obtained by simulation programs are presented
in Figure 4. We can see that for classical beam implantation, the maximum of nitrogen
concentration is reached at a given distance below the surface. For PIII, this maximum is
reached at the surface. This characteristic is due to non constant energy distribution during
treatment process. Phase predictions using thermodynamical calculations are presented in
Table I. For classical implantations, the treated layer composition depends upon the nitrogen
dose and upon the penetration depth, treatment temperature having no significant influence.
Up to 2 x 1017 N+ /cm2 the layer consists of a solid solution of nitrogen in a-Ti, Ti3AI and
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Ti2N. As the dose increases, 03B1-Ti disappears to form Ti2N, Ti3AI remains unchanged. In the
range from 2 x 1017 N+/cm2 to 5 x 1017 N+/cm2 titanium nitride appears at a depth of around
80 nm at the expense of Ti3Al. Above 5 x 1017 N+/cm2 nitrogen saturation in Ti is reached
and N2 begins to appear (gazeous bubbles may even be observed) [11].
For PIII treated samples, we mainly observed TiN between 0 and 15 nm, then Ti2N between
15 and 30

3.2.

nm

and

finally

a-Ti becomes the

dominating phase.

Expérimental Validation

This

phase prediction concerning TiN and Ti2N is confirmed by grazing X-ray diffraction
spectra presented in Figure 5; nevertheless, the amount of observed Ti2N is lower than the
predicted one. Ti3AI has not been observed in diffraction paterns. This can be due to the

validity of the thermodynamical equilibrium hypothesis
are

too small for diffraction observation.

or

to the fact that

Ti3AI precipities
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3.3. Microhardness

Results are presented in Figure 6 for classical implantation, microhardness is mainly related
to TiN concentration. It is about 300 HK for a non treated sample and does not increase for
the Ti2N mainly constituted treated layer. It reaches 1200 HK for the TiN mainly constituted
treated layer. For PIII sample, the microhardness reaches 924 HK.

3.4. Friction Coefficient

Curves of friction coefficient f versus the number of cycles are presented in Figure 7. It seems
that the nitrogen dose does not significantly modify the friction coefficient. Indeed after run-in
stage, f stabilizes around 0.03, brutal increases being observed when scratch appears. For PIII
treated sample, the friction coefficient was around 0.06, as we can see in Figure 8.

3.5. Wear of UHMWPE Pins

For all the tests, UHMWPE wear is adhesive and abrasive. Wear factors of the pins are
presented in Table II. PIII nitrogen implantation, as well as classical beam treatment have
decreased the wear of UHMWPE. We can note that for classical ion implantation the minimum
of wear is obtained for the Ti2N mainly constituted sample (2 x 1017 N+ /cm2).
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3.6. Adhésion Work between

cycles,

for PIII

implanted sample.

implanted Ti-6AI-4V and heptan.

Implanted

Ti-6AI-4V and UHMWPE

Adhesion work measurements are presented in Figure 9. For classical implantation a minimum
is obtained with the 2 x 1017 N+ /cm2 dose. For PIII, no modification indication of adhesion
work has been established. As shown in a previous article [7], this minimum of adhesion could
be attributed to the main presence of Ti2N that is likely of oxidize forming TiO, though non
treated and TiN containing samples are likely to form Ti02.

Table II.

-

Wear

of

UHMWPE pins.
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4. Conclusion
Our

goals were to study the effects of nitrogen implantation on Ti-6AI-4V in the aim of improving its tribological characteristics against UHMWPE, and to compare the classical beam
implantation process to the more recent plasma immersion ion technique.
For classical beam implantation, the existence of an optimal dose was demonstrated. It
corresponds with a layer mostly constitued of Ti2N. For this dose, no spectacular increase of
hardness is observed but adhesion is reduced.
For PIII technique, observed phenomena seem to be comparable, even if the implantation
profile and the thickness of the treated layer are not similar. Nevertheless, only one sample
was tested and a complementary study must be carried on to find the optimal dose.
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